


Pos system

C110 BLACK AND WHITE

C150 Black and White

- POS PC CPU J1900
- RAM 4GB
- SSD64 GB    
- 15.6 inch single screen size
- Led8 customer display
- Win10trial system,64bit, 
black and white color
- UK standard power code

- RAM 4GB
- SS128 



xx800 black

- POS PC CPU J1900 
- RAM 8GB
- SSD 256 GB
- 15.6 inch Dual side screen size
- Led8 customer display
- Win10trial system,64bit,
white and black color
- UK standard power code

X810 BLACK AND WHITE

- POS PC CPU Corei5
- RAM 8GB
- SSD 256GB
- 15.6 inch single screen size
- Led8 customer display
- Win10trial system,64bit
white and black color
- UK standard power code



XX800 WHITE

- POS PC CPU Corei5
- RAM 8GB
- SSD256GB
- 15.6 inch Dual screen size
- Led8 customer display
- Win10trial system,64bit
white color
- UK standard power code

HERO 1 BLACK

- POS PC
- 17 inch singel screen size
- CPU J1900
- RAM 4GB
- SSD64GB
- Led8 customer display
- Win10trial system,64bit
Black color
- UK standard power code



X700 Black 
and White

- RAM 8GB
- SSD256

EB600

- Perfect ergonomic design, beautiful and smooth appearance,
comfortable grip
- Super code reading ability and compatibility.
No driver, plug and play
- Applicable to all industries such as supermarket logistics,
mobile payment, and pharmaceutical traceability
-  2.4G wireless communication, excellent anti-interference
ability, up to 80~100 meters in open space
Bluetooth can up to 50 meters in open space
- Built-in large-capacity battery, can read 100,000+ codes
continuously when fully charged

Barcode Scanner



ES300

ED800

- Perfect ergonomic design beautiful and smooth appearance,
comfortable grip;
- Super code reading ability and compatibility. No driver, just
plug and play
- Applicable to all industries such as supermarket logistics,
mobile payment, and pharmaceutical traceability
- Built-in large-capacity battery, can read 100,000+ codes
continuously when fully power

- 300,000 pixels global shutter, with 2M/s Motion Tolerance.
- Fast decoding speeds at 120 FPS/s.
- Precision: 4 mils (3mils supports customization.)
- Easily read the paper, plastic, mobile phones, LCD displays,
etc., and even high-precision, wrinkled, damaged,
or poorly printed bar codes.
- Bright red LEDs for illuminating scanning surfaces.
- Read all mainstream 1D&2D bar codes.
- Support JPOS/OPOS interfaces



2D Wireless
E2D500W

. Appearance layered design, embellished with local highlights,
creating a new aesthetic experience
. The new button design with the high-rebound switch components,
the handle perfectly fits the palms of different sizes.
. Equipped with the advanced decoding algorithm, easy to read 
barcode,qr code, DM, PDF417, etc.
. Support many keyboard languages, no need driver, just plug
and play,compatible with major operating systems;
. Professional electrostatic protection and anti-interference design,
can be used normally in complex electromagnetic environment.
. Large-capacity battery, can continue reading more than 80,000
codes;
. 2.4G wireless transmission, automatic frequency hopping and
anti-interference, the effective transmission distance in open space
can reach 100 meters.
. The rear end is designed with a USB receiver storage compartment,
which can effectively prevent loss.
. Long depth of field, large field of view, easy to scan long-distance
barcode,can read 13mil commodity barcodes at a distance of
450mm,and 3mil low-density barcode also have excellent 
reading effects;



ELITE E2D400
2D & QR & 1D SCANNER

- USB + Wireless 2D 
- Type C , charging

ELITE HPJ600

- TIJ 2.5 Thermal foaming nozzle
- USB, RS232
- Inkjet printer 



Barcode Printer

ELITE EBP 220TD

- Support thermal transfer and
direct thermal printing
- Max print speed up to 127mm/s
- 8MB flash memory, 8MB SDRAM
- Ribbon core inner diameter: 0.5"
- Bartender special edition
- USB + BLUETOOTH



YS 808 BLACK AND WHITE

- 80mm Thermal printer
- USB+LAN

TME800 Black and White

Thermal Printer

- USB & network
- With alarm 
- 203dpi
- Print Speed 250mm/S



- Hotel Modern Lock
- Simple Design Smart
Card Lock For Hotel / Residence

HL5000

Elite GL Plus

Smart lock

The face information is
recirded from the top, middle,
bottom, left, and
right dimensions, and feature
extraction is performed.
Effectively identify photos,
model masks, etc.

With Camera & monitor
Finger
Card
Password
Wifi Mobile app

El200



- SMART DOOR LOCK 
El 500

- SMART DOOR LOCK 
El 400



- IC CARD 
- FINGERPRINT
- APP 

El 200

HL 5000 GOLD 
AND SILVER

- Simple Design Smart Card 
- Lock for Hotel/Residence



- WIFI
- ID CARDS
- FINGER
-PASSWORD
- MOBILE APP
- WATERPROOF
- OUTDOOR AND INDOOR

ELITE KF1-1D

MINI PC

- 21.5inch can be freely
installed APP
- All in one PC



PC XC215-W

- Corei5
- 8+128GB
- Win10

cash drawer


